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TABLE I
MEASURED PARAMETERS OF THE Al Ga

As DIODES
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R. J. Airey
Abstract—Measurements carried out on thick Al Ga
As (
0 9)
As become
diodes showed that the ionization coefficients of Al Ga
widely different when
0 63 and are virtually independent of
for
0 72. A strong dead space effect is also observed in thick
As structures with
0 6. The breakdown voltage is found
Al Ga
to increase at a slower rate with when
0 63.
Index Terms—Al Ga
As, avalanche breakdown, avalanche multiplication, impact ionization, ionization coefficients.

I. INTRODUCTION
Avalanche multiplication in Alx Ga10x As (x  0:6) is relatively
well characterized [1]–[7]. In this alloy range the electron and hole ionization coefficients, and respectively, decrease with x and the =
ratio (1=k) in bulk material approaches unity as x increases [6]. By
contrast, very little is known about the behavior for x > 0:6. We have
recently investigated the avalanche behavior in Al0:8 Ga0:2 As [8] and
found that its ionization coefficients are very different in magnitude
such that its / ratio deviates markedly from the trend observed in
Alx Ga10x As (x  0:6). These results are somewhat surprising and indicate that it is not appropriate to extrapolate the avalanche behavior of
Alx Ga10x As (x > 0:6) from that of material with x  0:6. It is therefore of interest to investigate the avalanche behavior in Alx Ga10x As
with x > 0:6.

al. [9]. Excess noise measurements were performed at a center frequency of 10 MHz and a noise effective bandwidth of 4.2 MHz, as
described by Li et al. [10].
Virtually pure carrier injection was achieved by illuminating the
Al0:4 Ga0:6 As and Al0:5 Ga0:5 As diodes with 542 nm light from
a HeNe laser, since more than 97% of this incident light [11] is
absorbed in the 1 m thick cladding layers. For the Alx Ga10x As
diodes with x  0:6, 442 nm light from a HeCd laser was used.
Such light is strongly absorbed (>98%) in the cladding layers of
diodes with 0:6  x  0:8 and pure carrier injection is ensured. The
multiplication characteristics of the Alx Ga10x As (x > 0:6) diodes
under strongly mixed carrier injection condition were also investigated
using weakly absorbed 542 nm light.

II. EXPERIMENT
A series of ten Alx Ga10x As homojunction p-i-n/n-i-p structures
with nominal i-region thickness, w , of 1 m (w = 0:8 m for
x = 0:6) and x ranging from 0.4 to 0.9 were used in this study. Two
Al0:8 Ga0:2 As layers reported previously [8] are included here for
completeness. All p-i-n (n-i-p) structures were grown by conventional
solid-source molecular beam epitaxy on n+ (p+ ) (100) oriented
GaAs substrates. The p-i-n (n-i-p) structures comprise a thin n+ (p+ )
GaAs buffer, an n+ (p+ ) Alx Ga10x As cladding layer, an undoped
Alx Ga10x As i-region, a p+ (n+ ) Alx Ga10x As cladding layer and
a thin p+ (n+ ) GaAs cap. The p+ and n+ cladding layers were
nominally between 0.5 m and 1 m thick and were doped with Be
and Si respectively to levels of 1–2 2 1018 cm03 . Table I lists the
aluminum fractions, the breakdown voltages (Vbd ) and the parameters
obtained from modeling the capacitance–voltage profiles of the layers.
All layers, except P70a, had windows etched in the substrate so that
both electron and hole initiated multiplication characteristics, Me and
Mh respectively, can be measured on the same diode. Excitation light
from a laser source was focused to a small spot (10 m) on either
the top or back cladding layer of the diodes to inject carriers into the
high field regions. An increase in the primary photocurrent prior to
avalanche multiplication was corrected using the method of Woods et
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Fig. 1 shows the typical Me and Mh of layers P50, P60, P65, P70b,
P80, and P90. For x < 0:61, Me and Mh are observed to converge as x
increases, consistent with previous investigations [6]. By contrast there
is a significant difference between Me and Mh of the Alx Ga10x As
diodes with x  0:63. Me and Mh of P90 appeared slightly closer
than those of P70b and P80 because of a slightly contaminated injection
conditions resulting from the 442 nm light. Multiplication characteristics similar to those of P90 are also observed in N90. The multiplication
characteristics from mixed carrier injection (Mmixed ), resulting from
top illumination with 542 nm light, for x  0:63 lie between those of
Me and Mh , as expected. It is also noted that Me > Mh in all layers,
indicating that > for all x. The conventional local model [12] was
used to extract the ionization coefficients from the multiplication characteristics of the Alx Ga10x As diodes. The layers P40, P50, and P65
have relatively low cladding doping levels (Table I) and the depletion
regions extend considerably into the cladding layers. Consequently, the
nonideal electric field profiles of these layers were taken into account
when calculating the ionization coefficients.
Fig. 2(a) and (b) depict the ionization coefficients for x  0:61 and
x  0:63 respectively. The parameterized coefficients of Al0:8 Ga0:2 As
[8] are shown in both Fig. 2(a) and (b) for comparison. The coefficients
obtained for x  0:61 are in qualitative agreement with those reported
previously [6]. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that decreases with increasing x for x  0:61 but remains virtually constant for all higher x.
On the other hand, while also decreases slightly with increasing x up
to x = 0:61, it suffers a sudden large drop at x = 0:63, beyond which
it changes very little. Consequently, the = ratio approaches unity as
x increases from 0.36 to 0.61 but becomes much greater than unity for
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Fig. 2. (Open symbols)
and (dotted symbols)
deduced from the
Al Ga
As diodes with (a)
= 0 36 ( ), 0.47 ( ), 0.61 ( ), and
(b)
= 0 63 (hexagon), 0.72 ( ), 0.89 ( ). For
= 0 80, the
parameterized (solid line) and (dashed line) reported in [8] are used.

Fig. 1. (Solid lines)
and (dashed lines)
of back-etched Al Ga
As
p-i-n diodes. (Dot-dashed lines)
measured using 542 nm light for P65,
P70b, P80, and P90 are also shown.

x  0:63. As a result the = ratios in Alx Ga10x As with x 
are found to be larger than those of most other III–V materials.

0:63

The excess noise characteristic of each alloy composition from pure
electron injection is shown in Fig. 3. The excess noise of P40 and P50
correspond to k = 0:7 and k = 0:6 respectively and are in good agreement with the = ratios deduced from the ionization coefficients. In
the case of P60 a lower excess noise, corresponding to k = 0:4, is
obtained and appears to contradict the value of =  1 deduced
from photomultiplication measurements. This apparent disagreement
is due to nonlocal dead space effects which have become significant
in a w  0:8 m Al0:6 Ga0:4 As structure [13]. The excess noise of
the Alx Ga10x As (x  0:63) diodes is even lower and corresponds
to 0:15  k  0:3. These results broadly corroborate the = ratios
extracted from photomultiplication measurements. Although the =
ratio is almost constant in Alx Ga10x As (x  0:63), the excess noise
is seen to fall with increasing x. This suggests that the nonlocal effects
in 1 m thick Alx Ga10x As (x  0:63) diodes are also significant and
increase with x. We believe the increasing significance of dead space
in Alx Ga10x As (x  0:63) follows from the increase in threshold energy for impact ionization with x.
Allam [14] showed that the breakdown voltage in wide gap semiconductors scales linearly with a Brillouin-zone-averaged energy gap,
hEind:i, given by

hE i = 81 (E0 + 3E + 4E )
ind:

X

L

(1)

where E0 , EX and EL are the conduction-band energies at the 0, X
and L extrema, measured from the valence band edge. When E0 is

Fig. 3. Excess noise factor measured in P40 ( ), P50 ( ), P60 ( ), P65
( ), P70 ( ), P80 ( ), and P90 ( ) from electron initiated multiplication.
Dashed lines are McIntyre’s local prediction for = 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1.

particularly large such that it has a negligible effect on the high-field
transport, a modified zone-average energy [14] ignoring E0 given by
hEind: im = 71 (3EX + 4EL )
(2)
is used instead. A phenomenological relation given by

V = 45:8(hE
bd

ind:

i 0 1:01)

(3)

is found to predict accurately the breakdown voltage of 1 m structures of several wide gap semiconductors. To test the phenomenological expression in (3), Vbd of ideal Alx Ga10x As diodes with w = 1
m are plotted as a function of x in Fig. 4. The ionization coefficients
of Plimmer et al. [6] and those deduced in this work are used calculated the values of Vbd for x  0:3 and x  0:36 respectively. The
predictions of Vbd from the work of David et al. [1] and from (3) are
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